Eden Rock – St Barths reopens its doors
Eden Rock – St Barths, the iconic Caribbean property within Oetker Collection, is reopening its
doors on November 20th 2019 following an extensive 2-year renovation and rebuilding project.
Fabrice Moizan, General Manager said: “The remaking of Eden Rock – St Barths has been an
incredible adventure and a wonderfully rewarding experience on so many levels. It really was a team
effort and we are immensely grateful to our brilliant group of collaborators and colleagues who
worked with us endlessly to reach this milestone. We also thank our shareholders for the fantastic
opportunity to rethink and redesign every detail in order to create a brand-new Eden Rock but
with the same deep-set values and attention paid to honouring our heritage.”
A choice of brand-new facilities is available for Guests to discover at their leisure: This whether
sampling the exciting range of new amenities, savouring the culinary creations of Master Chef JeanGeorges in the Sand Bar restaurant, sipping divine cocktail creations at the Rémy Bar, relaxing
blissfully at the new Eden Spa, shopping in style at the enlarged Eden Being boutique or soaking
up the sun on the unmissable and private Eden Rock Beach bordering the hugely celebrated and
enormous St Jean public Beach …
Jane Matthews, co-founder and decor coordinator at Eden Rock - St Barths sought to keep the
original informal and amiable family atmosphere unchanged whilst complementing the interiors
with vibrant art and loads of handpicked books. “We are excited by the fresh new and relaxedbeach design style and diverse colour schemes created and used now throughout the property”.
The familiar members of the dedicated hotel team are joined by talented new Eden Rockers, readier
than ever to provide world-class service of renown. “Our GuestFriends have continued throughout
the close down to show heartwarming support and we are grateful for their loyalty and we thank
them warmly. Reservations are encouraging and we cannot wait to welcome back all our Clients,
Guests and Friends to their home-from-home in the heart of the island of St Barths.”
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